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Abstract—Peer selection strategy is one of the major challenges towards efficient peer-to-peer (P2P) system in wireless
mesh networks (WMNs). When peers choose their own utilitymaximizing strategies for coalition and peer formation, the
solution is always sub-optimal. Peer formation, based on only
application layer information, also results in inefficient use of
network bandwidth. When multiple recipient-peers try to access
the same file from same source-peer simultaneously, contention
may occur on the shared wireless channel. On the discovery of
multiple source-peers, corresponding recipient-peer may choose
optimal source-peer in favor of increased network throughput.
Here, we propose a novel optimization method to calculate
the upper bound of the aggregate throughput for P2P over
WMNs utilizing the underlying physical network information
and optimal peer selection strategy. The results show that our
favorable-peer selection strategy, results in higher aggregate
throughput by selecting optimum source-peers with better load
distribution and minimum interference.

I. I NTRODUCTION
WMN is an emerging technology to provide broadband and scalable access to fixed and mobile applications
across metropolitan areas. Unlike mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs), where mobility and power consumption pose
major challenges; throughput and fairness are the most critical
concerns in WMNs. Several cross-layer designs have been
proposed in an attempt to maximize the achievable aggregate
throughput. The work in [1], proposed a cross-layer design for
joint routing and resource allocation of the physical (PHY)
and the medium access control (MAC) layers in WMNs. The
paper in [2], addressed the joint end-to-end rate optimization
and radio resource management problem in wireless orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDMA)-based mesh
networks. The optimal network operation is defined in terms
of a utility maximization problem subject to link capacity
constraints, power and rate control and time-frequency assignment. In [3], the authors implemented optimization method to
calculate network throughput with joint rate control, routing
and scheduling in a WMN. However, the scheme requires to
identify all possible transmission modes in the first step.
P2P over WMNs has received significant attention [4], [5]; a
combination of both offers new possibilities, but poses several
challenges as well. P2P searching protocol, which relies on
overlay network, yields some penalties in terms of bandwidth
usage due to a partial removal of routing intelligence of
the network layers. The authors in [4] proposed an efficient

algorithm for wireless P2P file sharing systems with the
assumptions of having full awareness of the underground
network topologies. However, this paper did not mention about
resource allocation procedure. [5] also proposed a networkaware P2P file architecture. This scheme assigns the peers to
a network-aware cluster using a network prefix division and
thereby enables the files to be searched first with nearby peers.
Recently, locality-based peer selection paradigm has gained
considerable interest [6], [7]. The authors in [6], suggested
that Internet service providers (ISPs) and P2P service provider
can collaborate in order to conserve bandwidth resources
consumed by P2P applications. [8] proposed a cross-layering
approach between location-awareness and MAC layer to improve the efficiency of P2P system over WMN. The authors
assumed that the location-aware ID are implemented from
peers’ location-awareness possibly using the GPS receivers.
We want to evaluate the maximum throughput of a P2P
file sharing system and thereby identify the factors and their
influences on aggregate throughput. We denote a node that
wants to retrieve a file as recipient-peer. We assume that each
recipient-peer initiates a peer discovery mechanism to find
potential source-peers. Any recipient-peer may find multiple
source-peers which yield multiple paths routed from these
sources to recipient-peers. Other recipient-peers may seek
same file segments and eventually discover same sourcepeer(s). However, when multiple recipient-peers try to access
same source-peer simultaneously, contention may occur on the
shared wireless channel. Similarly, contention may also occur
when multiple recipient-peers try to access different content
from one source-peer simultaneously. Forming peers based
on greedy algorithm will always give suboptimal solution.
It is possible to improve the overall P2P network in terms
of bandwidth utilization and delay minimization through selecting favorable peer employing optimization technique with
Network/Application layer information.
We do not make an attempt to propose any new protocol for
a P2P file system over WMNs as [4], [5], [8]; rather emphasize
on calculating upper bound of the network resource to identify
the factors that influences the aggregate throughput. Opposed
to previous approaches [1], [2], [3], where optimization is
implemented to maximize utility for multiple sources and
multiple fixed destinations; we consider selecting optimum
destinations in favors of maximizing the utility. To the best of
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our knowledge, we are the first to consider selecting optimum
destinations to calculate the upper bound of the aggregate
throughput using network-wide optimization. This allows us
to gain insight in the influence of routing schemes, and peer
selection strategies on the network performance.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a WMN with nodes located at fixed position.
Each node consists of a transmitter, a receiver and an infinite
buffer and can only receive data in the signal range of
communicating nodes if its signal to interference and noise
ratio (SINR) is higher than a specified level. We represent the
topology of the network by a directed graph G = (N , L),
where N = 1, 2, . . . , N and L = 1, 2, . . . , L label all the
nodes and links, respectively. Each link l ∈ L is represented
by an ordered pair (u, v) of distinct nodes, where the presence
of link (u, v) means that the network is able to send data from
node u to node v.
We understand that a good increase in throughput can be
achieved by employing adaptive transmission rates and variable transmit powers, However, our prime goal is to determine
the factors that influence aggregate throughput. To keep our
problem formulation simple and not to divert from our main
investigation, we only consider fixed transmission rates and
transmit powers WMN. Transmitter of node u either transmits
power Pu or remains silent. Guv denotes the effective power
gain between the transmitter of node u and the receiver of
node v and is measured by the deterministic fading model,
Guv = Kuv d−ξ
uv . Here, duv is the distance between transmitter
u and receiver v, ξ is a constant path loss exponent and Kuv is
a normalization constant. The normalization constant depends
on the radio propagation properties of the environment, and
also accounts for the effects of coding gain, spreading gain,
beamforming, etc. Also, note that Guu = 0. We define thermal
noise power at receiver of node u as σu . Then the SINR at
receiver of node v is
G P
 uv u
(1)
γuv =
σv + k∈N ,k=u Gkv Pk
The capacity of link l of the ordered pair (u, v) is determined
by the Shannon capacity model
cl = W log2 (1 + γuv )

(2)

where W is the system bandwidth. In our model, we assume
that a transmitter of node u only transmits to the receiver of
node v if γuv exceeds target SINR value of γltgt . And the
transmission rate with this γltgt is obtained as
ctgt
= W log2 (1 + γltgt )
l

(3)

We assume a scheduling-based MAC layer where each
scheduling period takes ‘1’ unit time. A scheduling period
is further divided into multiple transmission modes. On each
transmission mode, multiple non-interfering links may transmit at the same time for a fraction of the unit scheduling
period. We use T = 1, 2, . . . , T to represent the set of
transmission mode. T is sufficiently large (T > L) such that

all links get opportunity to transmit for at least once. On each
transmission mode, a transmitter of node u can only transmit
to the receiver of node v if γuv ≥ γltgt . We do not need to
generate T as it is obtained from the results of our networkwide optimization model.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
We formulate the problem of favorable peer selection and
topology awareness as a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) while achieving system level performance both in
terms of throughput and fairness. To capture the effect of
routing scheme on throughput, we consider both fixed and
flexible routing. We label the recipient-peers by integers
p = 1, 2, . . . , P . For any peer p, number of possible source2, . . . , Qp }.
peers is Qp and is defined by the set Qp = {1,
p
Hence, the total number of source-peers, Q =
p Q . Let
q
sp denotes the end-to-end rate for communication between
recipient-peer p and source-peer q with q ∈ Qp . For each
peer p, ŝp denotes the optimum rate towards the optimum
source-peer q ∈ Qp . Our aim is to estimate the maximum
throughput for the following criteria:
Criteria 1 (MRA): The Maximum Throughput Rate Allocation optimizes the E2E 
rate of the peers through selecting
favorable peer such that
p ŝp is maximized. This method
does not consider the fairness issue.
Criteria 2 (MMRA): The Maximum of Minimum Throughput Rate Allocation optimizes the E2E rate of the peers through
selecting favorable peer such that τ is maximized with τ ≤ ŝp
for each peer p. Here, τ is the E2E rate smaller or equal to
min(ŝp ; p ∈ P ). In this method E2E rates are made as equal
as possible to the smallest E2E rate providing meaningful
fairness.
Criteria 3 (MGMRA): The Minimum Guaranteed Maximum Throughput Rate Allocation optimizes the E2E rate
 of
the peers through selecting favorable peer such that
p ŝp
is maximized provided ŝp ≥ smin
for each peer p. smin
p
p
is minimum E2E rate of peer p. This method ensures some
degree of fairness avoiding starvation to any peer.
A. Throughput bound with fixed routing
In case of fixed routing scheme, we assume that each
recipient-peer initiates a peer discovery mechanism and eventually may discover multiple potential source-peers. For each
peer p, we define a link layer route matrix Rp ∈ RL×Qp . The
p
p
of Rp satisfy rlq
= 1, if recipient-peer p has an
entries rlq
end-to-end (E2E) path at q-th source through link l; otherwise
0. Let ytl represents a binary variable which satisfies ytl = 1
if link l is active on transmission mode t; 0 otherwise. We
summarized the MILP formulation for MRA, MMRA, and
MGMRA as the following:
MILP1: MRA
p

M aximize
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subject to:
sqp
sqp

≥

0,

≤

Mwpq ,

wpq

=

1,

p q
rlq
sp

≤

Qp


∀p, q ∈ Qp

(5)
p

∀p, q ∈ Q

∀p

(6)
(7)

q

 
p

T


l
αt ctgt
l yt ,

∀l ∈ L (8)

αt ≥ 0,

∀t ∈ T (9)

T


=

αt

1,

t=1

k∈N ,k=u

∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L (10)

l∈Lk

ytl

≤

1, ∀t ∈ T , v ∈ N

(11)

l∈Lv

Here, M is a constant of large value. wpq is a binary variable
in constraints (6) and (7), which forces all sqp to be ‘0’ except
‘1’ for each p, and q ∈ Qp . Hence, only one source-peer is
selected for each recipient-peer. The scalars αt represent the
fraction of unit time that transmission mode t is activated. For
our scheduling-based
MAC layer, the average transmission rate
T
l
of link l is t=1 αt ctgt
l yt when constraint in (9) implies. The
constraints in (8) guarantees the total traffic across the link l
should be less than the average transmission rate of that link.
Constraint in (10) imposes that link l is not active if the SINR
of the receiver is less than γltgt . Defining Lu ⊆ L links at
node u, constraint in (11) imposes that transmitter/receiver at
each node u transmits/receives data from only one transmitter
at time fraction t.
l
Linearization: The part of expression αt ctgt
l yt in (8) is
a multiplication of a continuous variable (αt ) and a binary
variable (ytl ). We introduce another variable ztl to linearize the
constrain in (8) as defined by
=

αt ytl

∀l ∈ L, t ∈ T

(12)

The constraints in (13), (14), (15) imply on ztl .
ztl
ztl
ztl

αtub ytl , ∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L
αt − αtlb (1 − ytl ), ∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L

(13)
(14)

≥

αt − αtub (1 − ytl ),

(15)

∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L

where, αtlb and αtub denote the lower and upper bound of αt .
p q
rlq
sp

≤

p q∈Qp

ztl
ztl
ztl

≤
≤
≥

T

t=1
ytl ,

αt ,

l
ctgt
l zt ,

∀l ∈ L

(16)

∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L
∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L

(17)
(18)

αt + ytl − 1,

(20)

subject to: Constraints (5)-(7), (9)-(11), (16)-(19), (21)

sqp , ∀p
τ ≤

(21)

The number of variables grows grows on the order of
O (2 ∗ L ∗ T + 2 ∗ Q + T + 1) and the number of constraints
grows on the order of O (5 ∗ L ∗ T + Q + 3 ∗ P + L + 1).
MILP3: MGMRA
Qp

sqp
(22)
M aximize
p

∀t ∈ T , l ∈ L (19)

q

subject to: Constraints (5)-(7), (9)-(11), (16)-(19), (23)
p

Q


sqp

≥

smin
,
p

∀p

(23)

q

The number of variables grows on the order of
O (2 ∗ L ∗ T + 2 ∗ Q + T ) and the number of constraints
grows on the order of O (5 ∗ L ∗ T + Q + 3 ∗ P + L + 1).
B. Throughput bound with flexible routing
We use the term “flex routing” for the load balance routing
in favor of increased E2E rates. To incorporate flexible routing
in favor of higher throughput we extend formulation with the
following constraint:
⎧ q
if u is a source-peer,
⎨ sp


q
q
q
−s
if u is a recipient-peer,
x
−
x
=
l p
l p
p
⎩
u
l∈Lu
l∈L
0
otherwise,
O
I
∀u ∈ N , l ∈ L

(24)

and also replace the constraint in (16) with the constraint in
(25).
Qp
T


q
l
ctgt
∀l ∈ L
(25)
l xp ≤
l zt ,
p

≤
≤

 

τ

q∈Qp

Guv Pu ytl + M(1 − ytl ) ≥
⎛
⎞


γltgt ⎝σv +
Gkv Pk
ytl ⎠ ,

ztl

M aximize

t=1

q∈Qp



Constraints in (17), (18), (19) are obtained from constraints
in (13), (14), (15), respectively as αtlb = 0 and αtub = 1. In
order to linearize the formulation, we replace the constraint
in (8) with the constraint in (16) along with constraints
in (17)-(19). The number of variables grows on the order
of O (2 ∗ L ∗ T + 2 ∗ Q + T ) and the number of constraints
grows on the order of O (5 ∗ L ∗ T + Q + 2 ∗ P + L + 1).
MILP2: MMRA

q

t=1

Here, l xqp denotes the amount of traffic on link l from the
source-peer q ∈ Qp to the recipient-peer p. LuO and LuI
denote the outgoing and incoming links at node u, respectively.
Constraints in (24) ensures the flow conservation law. For any
node other than source and destination, the amount of ingoing
flow is equal to the amount of outgoing flow. Also, the net
flow leaving at the source and entering at destination is equal
to the source rate. Constraint
(25)p guarantees that the total
in
Q
amount of traffic on link l, p q l xqp does not exceed the
link capacity cl . The number of variables increases on the
order of O (L ∗ Q) and the number of constraints increases
on the order of O (N ∗ L).
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Fig. 1. Normalized aggregate throughput in terms of degree of replication
for MRA criteria.
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Fig. 2. Normalized aggregate throughput in terms of degree of replication
for MMRA criteria.
1

In order to solve the MILP formulation, we develop a
program using C++ and incorporate the free optimization
software, lp solve version 5.5 [9]. We implement our optimization model on 10 different WMNs with n nodes randomly
located in a 200 × 200m2 region. We evaluate the industrial,
scientific and medical (ISM) frequency band 2.4000 − 2.4835
GHz as described in [2]. The path loss exponent ξ = 3,
the normalization constant Kuv = 2 × 10−4 , the power of
each transmitter P = 100mW , and the thermal noise at
each receiver σ = 3.34 × 10−12 . We use these parameters
to generate the links. With γltgt = 10 for all l ∈ L and
W = 83.5 M Hz, a link exists if duv ≤ 85.4m with
288.9 M bps capacity. Although we perform our simulation on
several networks, we present results for only mid-size network
consisting n = 10 nodes and L = 36 links due to space
limitation and similar pattern in the results.
A. The influence of peer selection strategy
We name the optimal peer obtained from MILP formulation
as favorable-peer. Here, we compare our favorable peer selection approach with two other existing peer selection strategies:
random peer and closest peer. At first we show the results that
shows the efficacy of favorable-peer selection strategy over
two other strategies random-peer and closest-peer in terms
of aggregate throughput. The closest-peer selection strategy
is necessarily based on the shortest-path route algorithm. We
implement the favorable-peer strategies for both fixed routing
(shortest-path), and flexible routing and mark them as FPFIX and FP-FLEX, respectively. We also tag random-peer
and closest-peer selection scheme as RP-FLEX and CP-FIX,
respectively. We consider aggregate throughput of the network
as our key metric. We define the degree of replication, drep
as the ratio of source peers over recipient-peers. For an
example, consider P = 4. If the number of source-peers(s)
for recipient-peer 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 2, 1, 3 and 1; then
drep = (2 + 1 + 3 + 1)/(4) = 1.75.
Criteria 1 (MRA): Fig. 1 depicts the normalized aggregate
throughput in terms of degree of replication for MRA problem. With MRA, both FP-FLEX and FP-FIX peer selection

Normalized total throughput of the network
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Fig. 3. Normalized aggregate throughput in terms of degree of replication
for MGMRA criteria.

methods show increased normalized aggregate throughput
with the increase in degree of replication. FP-FLEX and
FP-FIX peer selection methods also perform better in terms
aggregate throughput than that of CP-FIX and RP-FLEX peer
selection methods. For example, with drep = 1.0, there is
no significant difference in aggregate throughput for all peer
selection strategies with the absence of multiple source-peers
for any recipient-peer. And with drep = 1.8, the aggregate
throughput in FP-FIX peer selection strategy is 74% and 26%
higher than that of CP-FIX and RP-FLEX selection strategy,
respectively. Moreover, with drep = 1.8, FP-FLEX selection
strategy exhibits 4% higher throughput than that of FP-FIX
peer selection strategy. This is due to the fact that favorablepeer selection methods, select source-peers with the leastinterference paths.
Criteria 2 (MMRA): Fig. 2 illustrates the normalized
aggregate throughput in terms of degree of replication for
MMRA problem. Like MRA problem, FP-FLEX and FPFIX peer selection methods perform better in terms aggregate
throughput than that of CP-FIX and RP-FLEX peer selection
methods. For example, with drep = 1.4, the aggregate throughput for FP-FIX selection strategy is 35% and 13% higher
than that of CP-FIX and RP-FLEX peer selection methods,
respectively. Moreover, as expected, FP-FLEX peer selection
method outperforms FP-FIX peer selection method.
Criteria 3 (MGMRA): Fig. 3 shows the normalized aggre-
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Fig. 4. Normalized aggregate throughput in terms of minimum rate ratio in
case of MMRA criteria over MGMRA criteria.

gate throughput in terms of degree of replication for MGMRA
problem. As expected, with FP-FLEX and FP-FIX peer selection methods, the normalized aggregate throughput increases
with the increase in degree of replication. With drep = 1.4, the
aggregate throughput for FP-FIX selection strategy is 12% and
23% higher than that of RP-FLEX and CP-FIX peer selection
strategies, respectively. Hence, for all criteria (MRA, MMRA
and MGMRA), the aggregate throughput increases with increase in the degree of replication for FP-FLEX and FP-FIX
peer selection methods. The normalized aggregate throughput
varies randomly with RP-FLEX selection and CP-FIX peer
selection strategies. Also, FP-FLEX and FP-FIX peer selection
methods perform better in terms aggregate throughput than the
random-peer and closest-peer selection strategies. This is due
to the fact that when multiple recipient-peers try to access the
same file from same source peer simultaneously, contention
occurs on the shared wireless channel in case of random-peer
and closest-peer selection strategy. Our favorable-peer selection strategy avoids this problem through judicial selection
of source-peers. Moreover, in all cases, flex-routed favorablepeer method outperforms fixed-routed favorable-peer method.
B. Fairness and aggregate throughput
Here, we also investigate the effect of fairness constraints
on the overall throughput of WMN. We denote smin
M M RA and
as
the
minimum
E2E
rate
among
the
E2E rates
smin
M GM RA
of all peers in MMRA and MGMRA criteria, respectively.
smin
min
GM RA
Then RE2E
= sMmin
× 100 defines the minimum E2E rate
M M RA
ratio in MGMRA criteria over MMRA criteria in percentage.
min
= 0% indicates minimum E2E rate in MGMRA
RE2E
criteria is ‘0’, this is eventually a MRA criteria without any
min
= 100% indicates minimum E2E rate
fairness issue. RE2E
in MGMRA criteria is equal to that of MMRA criteria; this
is eventual a MMRA criteria where the highest degree of
fairness achieved through an attempt to equalize all rates to
the smallest.
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between fairness and aggregate
min
= 0% [smin
throughput of the network. With RE2E
M GM RA = 0,
MRA criteria], the throughput is maximum for all peer selection strategies. Without fairness constraints, maximum network
efficiency in terms of aggregate throughput is achieved at the

min
= 100%
expense of starvation of some peers. With RE2E
min
min
[sM GM RA = sM M RA , MMRA criteria], the throughput is
minimum for all peer selection strategies at the expense of
fairness. In MMRA problem, E2E of the peers are made as
equal as possible to the smallest E2E rate providing highest
min
, aggregate
degree of fairness. With the increase of RE2E
throughput decreases from highest value (MRA criteria) to
the lowest value (MMRA criteria). This is due to the fact
that MGMRA allocates higher E2E rate for peers with better
channel condition while maintaining minimum E2E for all
peers. This method ensures some degree of fairness avoiding
min
starvation to any peer provided smin
M GM RA ≤ sM M RA . Hence,
there exists a trade-off between the total throughput of the
network and fairness in WMNs.

V. C ONCLUSION
We have formulated the problem of favorable peer selection
and topology awareness as a MILP to quantified the upper
bound of the aggregate throughput of a P2P system over
WMNs. The results provides an understanding of the determining factors behind network performance such as the degree of
matching between the P2P overlay and its underlying physical
network, the effective routing scheme, and nonetheless optimal
peer selection. With favorable-peer selection strategy, networkwide load-distribution and minimum interference are achieved
even with smaller degree of replication. Specially, when any
recipient-peer discovers multiple source-peers, throughput can
be increased dramatically upon intelligent selection of peers
among the source-peers. We also have shown that there exists
a critical relationship between the fairness and the achievable
aggregate throughput of the the network. Designing distributed
P2P protocol in WMNs that captures this notion is our ongoing
future work.
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